Thursday June 16, 2016

Insurance losses from east coast low soar as the storm clouds start to gather again

Insured losses from the east coast low which pounded four states this month have more than tripled over the past week to $235 million.

Latest figures from the Insurance Council of Australia (ICA) show insurers have received almost 32,000 claims across Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania.

ICA CEO Rob Whelan said residents and business owners were still lodging claims from the event, which was declared an insurance catastrophe.

“Since the ICA last updated the catastrophe data, insurers have received very large claims for commercial and marine damage, substantially lifting the overall losses from these storms,” Mr Whelan said.

“About three-quarters of all claims are domestic, and mainly relate to typical storm damage, although a small number of homes have been severely damaged and are temporarily uninhabitable.

“Under the ICA’s catastrophe declaration, insurers have mobilised their resources to help their customers. They are pulling out all stops to process claims, get assessors out to properties and start arranging repairs, with priority given to the most urgent cases.”

With the weather bureau predicting more storms and heavy rainfall this weekend along the east coast, the ICA is urging policyholders to start preparing now to protect their property.

“Households and business owners can take a range of steps to minimise the risk of storm damage,” Mr Whelan said.

“Check that guttering and piping are clear and the roof is in good condition. It’s also a good idea to secure loose items outside your property that could become missiles in strong winds.”
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Top storm preparation tips

• Check for roof damage and clear your gutters
• Move your car under cover or away from trees
• Remove dead or rotting trees, and trim branches that overhang the property (do it safely and remember that a permit from your council may be required)
• Know where and how to turn off mains power, water, gas and solar power
• Have waterproof bags ready to protect clothing and documents from storm damage
• Unplug non-essential electrical equipment well before the storm arrives, and install surge protectors
Mr Whelan said properties that were damaged in the storms almost two weeks ago may be especially vulnerable to the impact of this coming east coast low.

"If policyholders suffer further damage, they should let their insurer know, which may see their claim further prioritised," said Mr Whelan.

"Whatever the weekend weather has in store, insurers stand ready to move into affected areas once they can gain access, and start helping their policyholders get their lives and businesses back on track."
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